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RemX In The News
RemX Acquires Smart Professional Resources of Winter Park, Florida
Atlanta Georgia – February 9, 2017 – RemX, a leading specialist in the recruitment of office
support, finance and accounting, contact center, information technology and engineering
professionals in the United States announced that it has acquired the assets of Smart
Professional Resources, a prominent Central Florida staffing company operating in Orlando and
Winter Park.
“We are excited to work with the employees and clients from Smart and unite together to
expand our business in Central Florida. They share our values and commitment to delivering an
exceptional customer experience,” said Joanie Courtney, President and Chief Operating Officer
of RemX. “We see significant growth opportunities in the market and this acquisition
demonstrates our commitment to bringing innovative workforce solutions, exceptional talent
and unmatched customer service to the market.”
“Joining RemX is exciting for our employees; it will open new doors in terms of developing their
skills and capabilities. Our customers will benefit as well; we can now bring a portfolio of
resources that are backed by one of the strongest players in the industry. Our capabilities can
fill virtually any customer requirement, from a highly specialized skill set to complete a project,
to searching for the ideal candidate for full-time hire, or staffing up for a cyclical business need,
we will have the expertise and workforce solution that is needed,” commented Seth Bobet.
About Smart Professional Resources: Smart is a niche Financial and Accounting staffing firm
specializing in contingency and retained search services for experienced finance and accounting
professionals. As a small boutique firm with roots in Orlando for over 30 years we are well
connected in Central Florida, which offers our Clients and Candidates opportunities which other
staffing firms cannot offer.
About RemX: RemX is the professional staffing division of EmployBridge, one of the largest
Workforce Specialist firms in the country and with more than 500 offices in the U.S. and
Canada. For nearly two decades, RemX has specialized in the recruitment of office support,
finance and accounting, contact center, information technology and engineering professionals.
Using its proven “Exact Match” methodology, RemX matches qualified talent with the right job
opportunities on a temporary, contract, contract-to-hire and direct hire basis. Please visit us at
www.RemX.com.

